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Le religioni della politica 2001

sulla scorta di una vasta documentazione in parte inedita fra cui i verbali della commissione d

inchiesta su caporetto vengono analizzate le vicende biografiche e gli scritti di giulio douhet nel

cruciale periodo 1914 1916 inquadrandole nel più ampio ed articolato contesto delle coeve

relazioni fra la sfera politica e quella militare della classe dirigente italiana attraverso un esame

incrociato condotto per la prima volta su fonti di varia tipologia il pensiero e l azione di douhet

negli anni della grande guerra vengono riconsiderati nella loro concretezza storica e nelle loro

non poche contraddizioni diventando al tempo stesso l occasione per un nuovo esame di diversi

aspetti politico militari salienti dei primi anni della partecipazione dell italia alla prima guerra

mondiale fanno così la loro apparizione sul palcoscenico del libro accanto a douhet numerosi

personaggi di primo piano dell epoca quali luigi cadorna antonio salandra sidney sonnino

salvatore barzilai andrea torre leonida bissolati luigi albertini giuseppe de felice giuffrida michele

gortani francesco ruffini gaetano mosca scipione borghese ugo e roberto brusati e molti altri il

volume offre altresì la prima ricostruzione completa del processo di douhet nel 1916 per l affaire

del memoriale con l edizione della relativa documentazione archivistica

Fra guerra, aviazione e politica. Giulio Douhet, 1914-1916

2018-03-16

363 83

La politica monetaria italiana fra le due guerre (1918-1943)

2011-09-15T00:00:00+02:00

this is a study of the federazione universitaria cattolica italiana fuci between 1925 and 1943 the

organisation of catholic action for the university sector the fuci is highly significant to the study of
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catholic politics and intellectual ideas as a large proportion of the future christian democrats who

ruled the country after world war ii were formed within the ranks of the federation in broader

terms this is a contribution to the historiography of fascist italy and of catholic politics and

mentalities in europe in the mid twentieth century it sets out to prove the fundamental ideological

political social and cultural influences of catholicism on the making of modern italy and how it

was inextricably linked to more secular forces in the shaping of the nation and the challenges

faced by an emerging mass society furthermore the book explores the influence exercised by

catholicism on european attitudes towards modernisation and modernity and how catholicism has

often led the way in the search for a religious alternative modernity that could countervail the

perceived deleterious effects of the western liberal version of modernity

Faith and Fascism 2017-03-21

this is the first collection to bring together leading scholars from diverse disciplines to offer a

variety of perspectives on ideology and its analysis emphasizing the input of different intellectual

and scholarly traditions to the meaning of ideology the articles explore commonalities in the use

and understanding of ideology as well as delineating constructive differences in its interpretation

while illuminating the changes that the concept of ideology as well as the practices it signifies

has undergone in recent years contributions are included from the fields of political theory history

literature political science cultural studies post marxism discourse analysis language studies law

and sociology the meaning of ideology advances our understanding of the intricacy and

relevance of ideology and offers the latest theories and insights that currently inform scholarship

on the subject ideology emerges through the pages of this collection more strongly than ever as

a major tool of understanding political language and as a durable and normal phenomenon that

is inherent in the many ways we conceive the world around us this book was previously

published as a special issue of the journal of political ideologies and will be of interest to students

of political ideologies and political and social theory
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Conflitto e democrazia in Europa, 1650-2000: 2013-10-18

9 11 and its aftermath demonstrate the urgent need for political scientists and historians to

unravel the tangled relationship of secular ideologies and organized religions to political

fanaticism this major new volume uses a series of case studies by world experts to further our

understanding of these complex issues they examine the connections between fascism political

religion and totalitarianism by exploring two inter war fascist regimes two abortive european

movements and two post war american extreme right wing movements with contrasting religious

components a highlight of this collection is a fresh article from emilio gentile recently awarded an

international prize for his contributions to our appreciation of the central role played by political

religion in the modern age this is preceded by an editorial essay by roger griffin one of fascist

studies most original thinkers alongside these contributions the reader is presented with a wealth

of work that redefines the complex concept of totalitarian movement and our understanding of

generic fascism taken as a whole it comprehensively analyses the links between particular

totalitarian movements and regimes and the concrete historical phenomena produced in the light

of current radical theories of fascism totalitarianism and political religion this book will be of great

interest to all students and scholars of international relations politics and contemporary history

this volume was previously published as a special issue of the journal totalitarian movements and

political religions

The Meaning of Ideology 2013-09-13

this work contains the papers of the tenth conference on antitrust between eu law and national

law held in treviso on may 17 and 18 2012 under the patronage of the european lawyers union

union des avocats européens uae the associazione italiana per la tutela della concorrenza the

italian section of the ligue internationale du droit de la concurrence lidc the associazione italiana

giuristi di impresa aigi the european company lawyers association ecla and the associazione
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antitrust italiana aai some of the papers have been extensively reviewed and updated by the

authors prior to publication contributions contained in this volume are the result of an in depth

analysis and study of the most salient issues arising from the application of antitrust rules carried

out by experienced and high ranking professionals company lawyers academics and eu national

institutional representatives who attended the conference they deal with extremely topical issues

lying at the heart of current antitrust debate some of the most contemporary topics include those

relative to the large scale distribution sector and the control of concentrations at both national

and european level ample consideration is also given to salient antitrust issues encountered in

undertakings day to day business life as well as to the future of antitrust in the global economy

also in the light of the new powers recently attributed to the italian antitrust authority to challenge

administrative acts this volume also includes some precious insights on the assessment and

quantification of damages in antitrust infringements from both an economic and legal perspective

as well as reflections on the role of judges in the application of antitrust law also following the

principles set forth by the european court of human rights in the well known menarini case

Fascism, Totalitarianism and Political Religion 2013-02-22

investigating the central role that theories of the visual arts and creativity played in the

development of fascism in france mark antliff examines the aesthetic dimension of fascist myth

making within the history of the avant garde between 1909 and 1939 a surprising array of

modernists were implicated in this project including such well known figures as the symbolist

painter maurice denis the architects le corbusier and auguste perret the sculptors charles despiau

and aristide maillol the new vision photographer germaine krull and the fauve maurice vlaminck

antliff considers three french fascists georges valois philippe lamour and thierry maulnier

demonstrating how they appropriated the avant garde aesthetics of cubism futurism surrealism

and the so called retour à l ordre return to order and in one instance even defined the dynamism

of fascist ideology in terms of soviet filmmaker sergei eisenstein s theory of montage for these
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fascists modern art was the mythic harbinger of a regenerative revolution that would overthrow

existing governmental institutions inaugurate an anticapitalist new order and awaken the creative

and artistic potential of the fascist new man in formulating the nexus of fascist ideology

aesthetics and violence valois lamour and maulnier drew primarily on the writings of the french

political theorist georges sorel whose concept of revolutionary myth proved central to fascist

theories of cultural and national regeneration in france antliff analyzes the impact of sorel s

theory of myth on valois lamour and maulnier valois created the first fascist movement in france

lamour a follower of valois established the short lived parti fasciste révolutionnaire in 1928 before

founding two fascist oriented journals maulnier forged a theory of fascism under the auspices of

the journals combat and insurgé

Antitrust between EU law and national law / Antitrust fra diritto

nazionale e diritto dell'Unione Europea 2007-09-03

this book focuses on the politics of national identity in italy only a unified country for just over 150

years italian national identity is perhaps more contingent than longer established nations such as

france or the uk the book investigates when how and why the discussions about national identity

and about immigration became entwined in public discourse within italy in particular it looks at

the most influential voices in the debate on immigration and identity namely italian intellectuals

the catholic church the northern league and the left the methodological approach is based on a

systematic discourse analysis of official documents interviews statements and speeches by

representatives of the political actors involved in the process the author demonstrates that a

normalisation of intolerance towards foreigners has become institutionalised at the heart of the

italian state this work will be of particular interest to students of italian politics nationalism and

comparative politics
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Avant-Garde Fascism 2014-12-17

religion and liberty are often thought to be mutual enemies if religion has a natural ally it is

authoritarianism not republicanism or democracy but in this book maurizio viroli a leading

historian of republican political thought challenges this conventional wisdom he argues that

political emancipation and the defense of political liberty have always required the self sacrifice of

people with religious sentiments and a religious devotion to liberty this is particularly the case

when liberty is threatened by authoritarianism the staunchest defenders of liberty are those who

feel a deeply religious commitment to it viroli makes his case by reconstructing for the first time

the history of the italian religion of liberty covering its entire span but focusing on three key

examples of political emancipation the free republics of the late middle ages the risorgimento of

the nineteenth century and the antifascist resistenza of the twentieth century in each example

viroli shows a religious spirit that regarded moral and political liberty as the highest goods of

human life was fundamental to establishing and preserving liberty he also shows that when this

religious sentiment has been corrupted or suffocated italians have lost their liberty this book

makes a powerful and provocative contribution to today s debates about the compatibility of

religion and republicanism

Politics of National Identity in Italy 2012-09-09

by shedding light on an often overlooked aspect of fascism and nazism this book examines the

ambitious plans for a new european order conceived by italian intellectuals historians

geographers politicians and even student representative of the fascist university groups guf

through expert reconstruction of the debate on this envisaged order s development monica

fioravanzo opens a window into the theoretical arena that shaped relationships between german

italy and the other axis nations and provides insight into how the project was anticipated to unite

the fascist regime in italy and the nazi reich
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As If God Existed 2003

this work seeks to take a fresh look at the contentious question of the longevity and popularity of

mussolini s regime in italy in particular it draws upon new research to challenge what has been

the most influential paradigm over the last couple of decades namely the interpretation of italian

fascism as a consensual dictatorship

Economia Dell'allargamento Dell'Unione Europea 2024-02-02

questo volume che inaugura la pubblicazione in formato elettronico delle opere complete di bruno

leoni include tutte le 408 recensioni scritte per la rivista il politico nel corso di un decennio 1950

1959 a sorprendere non è soltanto l elevato numero di recensioni ma anche la diversità degli

argomenti trattati dalla psichiatria all arte dalla religione alla letteratura dall archeologia alle civiltà

orientali dalla storia all architettura oltre naturalmente alla politica all economia e al diritto si tratta

di un testo utile per due motivi in particolare da un lato per capire meglio il pensiero di leoni

poiché in queste recensioni i suoi riferimenti culturali vengono esplicitati e si chiarisce bene quale

fosse la sua concezione della politica della filosofia e della società dall altro esso consente di

farsi un idea sugli argomenti di cui non si discuteva in italia negli anni cinquanta il politico fondato

dallo stesso leoni nel 1950 fu infatti un mirabile tentativo di innovare la cultura italiana e in

queste recensioni che sono per la maggior parte di libri stranieri l autore suggerisce traduzioni e

propone idee e argomenti in italia allora poco conosciuti o spesso conosciuti male le recensioni

non sono mai banali e anzi vi emerge con chiarezza quali siano le valutazioni le idee e in

generale il pensiero di leoni fare esplorazioni in campi così diversi e saperne trarre vantaggio nell

elaborazione di idee nel proprio settore di ricerca richiede indubbiamente un intelligenza e una

cultura fuori dall ordinario ma questo era il suo approccio metodologico le scienze umane gli

apparivano intimamente connesse e solo da una loro trattazione comune era convinto di poter

trovare la soluzione ai problemi sociali
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Fascist Europe 1644

publisher description

Conquista dell'Indie occidentali di monsignor fra Bartolomeo

dalle Case ... Tradotta in italiano per opera di Marco Ginammi,

etc. [The Spanish text, with an Italian translation, of “Aqui se

contiene vna disputa” and the Latin text of “Principia quædam,

ex quibus procedendum est in disputatione ad manifestandam

iustitiam Yndorum.”] 2012-09-06

in the last years the discussion around what is fascism if this concept can be applied to present

forms of politics and if its seeds are still present today became central in the political debate this

discussion led to a vast reconsideration of the meaning and the experience of fascism in europe

and is changing the ways in which scholars of different generations look at this political ideology

and come back to it and it is also changing the ways in which we consider the experience of

italian fascism in the european and global context the aim of the book is building a general

history of fascism and its historiography through the analysis of 13 different fundamental aspects

which were at the core of fascist project or of fascist practices during the regime each essay

considers a specific and meaningful aspect of the history of italian fascism reflecting on it from

the vantage point of a case study the essays thus reinterrogates the history of fascism to

understand in which way fascism was able to mould the historical context in which it was born

how and if it transformed political cultural social elements that were already present in italy the

themes considered are violence empire war politics economy religion culture but also antifascism

and the impact of fascism abroad especially in the twenties and at the beginnings of the thirties
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the book could be both used for a general public interested in the history of europe in the

interwar period and for an academic and scholarly public since the essays aim to develop a

provocative reflection on their own area of research

In the Society of Fascists 2009

in transatlantic fascism federico finchelstein traces the intellectual and cultural connections

between argentine and italian fascisms showing how fascism circulates transnationally from the

early 1920s well into the second world war mussolini tried to export italian fascism to argentina

the most italian country outside of italy nearly half the country s population was of italian descent

drawing on extensive archival research on both sides of the atlantic finchelstein examines italy s

efforts to promote fascism in argentina by distributing bribes sending emissaries and

disseminating propaganda through film radio and print he investigates how argentina s political

culture was in turn transformed as italian fascism was appropriated reinterpreted and resisted by

the state and the mainstream press as well as by the left the right and the radical right as

finchelstein explains nacionalismo the right wing ideology that developed in argentina was not the

wholesale imitation of italian fascism that mussolini wished it to be argentine nacionalistas

conflated catholicism and fascism making the bold claim that their movement had a central place

in god s designs for their country finchelstein explores the fraught efforts of nationalistas to

develop a sacred ideological doctrine and political program and he scrutinizes their debates

about nazism the spanish civil war imperialism anti semitism and anticommunism transatlantic

fascism shows how right wing groups constructed a distinctive argentine fascism by appropriating

some elements of the italian model and rejecting others it reveals the specifically local ways that

a global ideology such as fascism crossed national borders
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Corpo politico. Corpo, Dike, comunicazione fra Agamennone e

Pericle 2013-05-27

what history tells presents an impressive collection of critical papers from the september 2001

conference an historian s legacy george l mosse and recent research on fascism society and

culture this book examines his historiographical legacy first within the context of his own life and

the internal development of his work and secondly by tracing the many ways in which mosse

influenced the subsequent study of contemporary history european cultural history and modern

jewish history the contributors include walter laqueur david sabean johann sommerville emilio

gentile roger griffin saul friedländer jay winter rudy koshar robert nye janna bourke shulamit

volkov and steven e aschheim

Opere complete: XI: Recensioni di libri (1950-1959)

2006-07-23

drawing on new archival research conducted in eight countries and in seven different languages

this book uncovers how the vatican shaped the european international order after both world

wars via the novel use of international law public diplomacy and new media through careful

attention to the entanglements of religion and politics a twentieth century crusade traces the

extraordinary story of how the vatican moved from the margins to the center of european affairs

after world war i

Politics as Religion 2006

the authors investigate the influence of christian democratic parties on political institutions

parliamentary democracy and european integration and socio economic structures the collective

bargaining economy and the welfare state
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Allah fra terrorismo e diritti umani 2022-03-10

this volume contains the proceedings of the study convention held in milan on 11 and 12 april

2003 the objective of these study days was to address the question of the powers of lordship

which were exercised in the countryside of central northern italy between the mid fourteenth

century and the end of the fifteenth century the discussions focused on what instruments and

what foundations of legitimacy these same powers had and what was their relationship with the

authority of the prince and with the ordinary citizen on the one hand and with the community and

the homines on the other these and various other issues thrown up by the study of feudal power

are the topics which emerge in the various contributions gathered in this volume devoted

principally to the lombardy of the visconti and the sforza but also to other areas of italy

Rethinking the History of Italian Fascism 2011

1424 3

Il ponte sul Mediterraneo. Le relazioni fra l'Italia e i paesi arabi

rivieraschi (1989-2009) 2009-12-21

this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post conference proceedings of the international

workshop on multimodal communication in political speech shaping minds and social actions held

in rome italy during november 10 12 2010 the 16 regular papers were carefully reviewed and

selected from 33 submissions and presented with three key notes the purpose of the political

speech workshops is to provide a forum for discussing research areas of persuasive agents and

social signal processing this book covers topics on multimodal aspects of political communication

including persuasion fallacies racist discourse as well as music autobiographic memories

metonymies dominant postures rhetorical strategies interruptions intonation and voice appeal
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Transatlantic Fascism 2004-03-15

l autrice vincitrice del premio ottone d assia riccardo francovich 2007 prende in esame la

maiolica prodotta e utilizzata nella toscana fra xiv e xvi secolo e attraverso l analisi sia della fonte

archeologica che di quelle documentarie ricostruisce i flussi di circolazione dei manufatti e delle

tecnologie per l arco cronologico considerato in particolare vengono presi in esame i centri

produttivi del medio valdarno focalizzando l indagine su firenze bacchereto montelupo e

cafaggiolo un ampio capitolo in cui sono messi a confronto i reperti ceramici provenienti dai nuovi

scavi stratigrafici di via de castellani e della biblioteca magliabechiana è dedicato a firenze come

centro di consumo completano il volume alcune considerazioni sui materiali rinvenuti presso la

terra nuova di san giovanni valdarno e le fortezze medicee di livorno e grosseto e un capitolo

conclusivo in cui vengono proposte alcune chiavi interpretative del documento archeologico come

fonte della ricostruzione storica

What History Tells 2019

the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united states

congress it is published daily when congress is in session the congressional record began

publication in 1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates and

proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824 the register of debates in congress

1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873

A Twentieth-Century Crusade - The Vatican's Battle to Remake

Christian Europe 2005
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I monasteri femminili come centri di cultura fra rinascimento e

barocco 1939

Relazioni internazionali 1997

Christian Democracy in the European Union, 1945/1995

2003

Mercanti e politica nel mondo antico 2005

Poteri signorili e feudali nelle campagne dell'Italia settentrionale

fra Tre e Quattrocento 1855

Delle donazioni fra vivi e dei testamenti, ovvero Comentario sul

titolo 2. libro 3. del codice civile di Troplong 1858

Delle donazioni fra vivi e dei testamenti, ovvero Comentario sul

titolo 2. libro 3. del codice civile di Troplong
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L'ordine pubblico. Un equilibrio fra il disordine sopportabile e

l'ordine indispensabile 2013-11-08

Multimodal Communication in Political Speech Shaping Minds

and Social Action 2010

La società smarrita. Quattro letture del presente fra paure, crisi

e migrazioni 2002

La cultura delle amministrazioni fra retorica e innovazione 2007

La libera prestazione dei servizi fra comunità europea e OMC

1708

Quaresimale del padre maestro fra Giovanni Maria Muti de'

predicatori. Dedicato all'eccellenza del signor Gio. Battista
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